The ATCO 20" Special Model is Special

No other model in the Atco range carries the suffix 'special'. This 20" mower has been evolved from years of development and research into the problems associated with mowing golf greens and all fine turf. Among the many features of this purpose-built machine is a 12-bladed cutter giving 135 cuts per yard; optimum weight that enables it to hug the surface without over-compaction; separate new lever-operated cutter clutch and powered detachable transporting wheels for rapid inter-green travel without damage; full width divided rear roller for manoeuvrability without surface disturbance and an amply powered 150 c.c. four-stroke engine. But that's not all; this machine, like all Atcos, is backed by a unique nationwide service network, staffed by grasscutting specialists, always on hand to advise and recommend on your particular requirements.

Little wonder more and more progressive Clubs are turning to Atco.

Let ATCO work for you! The best way to judge a mower's capabilities is to see it at work on your own turf. We will gladly arrange a demonstration of this or any other Atco at a time to suit your convenience. If you prefer, free literature is available on request from

CHARLES H. PUGH LIMITED,
P.O. Box No. 256, ATCO WORKS, TILTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 9.
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The NUFFIELD 4/25
25 h.p. and light weight

The 4/25 is a tough, simple-to-use and yet technically sophisticated modern tractor. Its light weight is a leading advantage when working on turf where heavy tractor wheel pressures must be avoided. The compact dimensions of this new model, its power and ability to manoeuvre in confined spaces allow outstanding performance and versatility. Features include 9-speed box with 3 reverse gears, independent hydraulics, 2-speed P.T.O. and many more optional features besides. Arrange a demonstration with your Nuffield dealer.

Standard Model £564.
Drivers' cabs are proprietary fitments at extra cost.
Robert Findlay, Head Greenkeeper at the Craigewan Golf Club at Peterhead, has been presented with a wallet of notes and an inscribed gold watch. Robert is retiring after 50 years' service at Craigewan. His successor will be Mr Charles Alexander.

The Strood Rural District Council has come one step closer to its scheme for an 18-hole municipal course at Chattenden Farm, Hoo. The Council's Public Health and Amenities Committee has recommended seeking loan sanction to buy the land and to appoint a golf architect. Planning permission has already been given and the committee are also seeking the help of the Greater London and South-East Regional Sports Committee who recently drew attention to the lack of golf courses in the Thameside and Medway districts. This committee also pointed out that with greatly increased car ownership, golf courses could be supported in country areas.

Talking about the cost of golf, a yearly green fee ticket for members of the Elliot Golf Course at Arbroath is going up from £3 15s. 0d. to £5 5s. 0d. On the other hand, the Old Manchester Golf Club's annual subscription is 1 guinea, the same as it was when the club was founded 150 years ago. Unfortunately the Old Manchester course was sold in 1960 and they have not yet found a new home. Meanwhile they elect a captain and committee each year, store the Honours Board and have even added 15 new members to the club since the course was sold.

Bathgate Golf Club in West Lothian got an additional 19th hole last month. A depression 10 feet across and 50 feet deep appeared on the fairway leading to the 18th green. The National Coal Board have started infilling but the first 80 tons of rubble made no difference. Golf club officials are keeping their fingers crossed in the hope that the hard frost would last until the job was completed.
EVERY year many persons are stung by *Hymenoptera*, a group of insects which includes bees, wasps, hornets and yellow jackets. Reactions to these stings vary from simple discomfort to acute allergic reactions which, in some instances, have resulted in death. Today, states the Allergy Foundation of America, great strides in medical technology make it possible to lessen this danger by immunizing individuals allergic to these insect stings through a series of injections.

When it comes to lethal insects, there is a well-known group from the *Hymenoptera* family that refuses to take a back seat to reptiles, spiders or their kind. This group includes wasps, hornets, yellow jackets, honeybees, ants, etc. Bee stings alone annually account for the deaths of more Americans than the combined total of deaths due to bites by snakes and all other venomous reptiles. Until a short time ago, it was assumed that severe or fatal reaction to an insect sting was caused by the accidental injection of venom directly into a vein. But many medical authorities are now convinced that the severe reactions which may result from a bee sting are due to an allergy. Also medical research indicates that severe reactions to bee stings occur far more frequently than generally supposed.

The majority of us can suffer stings from bees with no serious effects. However, some people become increasingly sensitive to them, to the point where they suffer acute and sometimes fatal reactions. And because of this, a number of authorities believe that some of the sudden deaths attributed to heart failure and heat prostration during warm weather are actually the result of an unrecognized allergy triggered by a bee sting. Some physicians say that it is not so much the poison that produces fatalities in stings. Rather it is the proteins contained in the venom that set up a disturbing and often vicious allergic reaction.

The honeybee, the bumblebee and the yellow jacket and hornet of the wasp family—are the chief culprits of allergic reactions resulting from insect bites. There are, however, at least 25 other varieties of insects whose bites or stings are capable of producing allergic reactions in man.

How can an insect weighing less than 1/100th of an ounce kill a strong, husky human being in minutes? The answer lies in our body’s allergic reaction to certain foreign materials. Usually, the allergy causes nothing more than a stinging pain of a short duration, a mild rash or a headache. In other instances, the allergic reactions may be swift, and so severe as to cause death. And just why a person who had never been seriously bothered by bees or...
Berk feeds for every turf

Send the coupon now for full details

Spring and Summer Fine Turf Feed The lush, late growth during 1968's warm, wet autumn took an abnormal amount of nutrient from the turf. This massive depletion of plant foods must be made good or nutrient deficiency is inevitable. Berk's Spring and Summer Fine Turf Feed acts quickly and lasts longer.

Spring and Summer Outfield Fertilizer It costs so much less to keep your turf healthy than to cure problems resulting from lack of fertilizer. Worms, weeds, diseases - they all thrive on undernourished turf. It costs even less with a lightweight application of Berk Spring and Summer Outfield Fertilizer.

Fine Turf Top Dressing A light application - say 3lbs per square yard - helps to fill any undulations caused by frosts. It is based on Neals Kettering Loam. It is applied in early March, to all surfaces and makes an excellent seed bed.

Lawn Sand Berk Lawn Sand is a quick-acting tonic dressing that prepares turf for early competitions. It is highly economical.

Berk Limited Parks and Sportsgrounds Department,
Berk House, 8 Baker Street, London, W1A 1BL. Tel: 01-486 6688
Please send me full details of Berk products for Spring and Summer feeding.
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wasps should suddenly develop a violent reaction to their venom is difficult to explain. It seems that in some individuals, the allergy appears in childhood or early adulthood and tends to grow more severe with each sting.

Most fatal stings seem to occur among adults, and statistics show that there are about twice as many fatalities in men as in women. This could be due to the fact that men are out in the open and more often exposed. How long a person stays dangerously sensitized to the venom is not known, although some physicians believe it may be for years.

Another vicious killer among the Hymenoptera (hy-men-op'-ter-ah) is the small wasp known in most parts of the country as the yellow jacket. Compared in size with the bumblebees and wasps, the yellow jacket is pint-sized. Yet it has a venom that is often more capable of producing violent reactions than that of bees or scorpions.

Today’s Health, a publication of the American Medical Association, lists the following points which can be of help in avoiding insect stings.

- Bees and wasps usually sting only when their nests are threatened or they are actually touched.
- Stinging insects are more apt to attack a fast moving object because they are sensitive to air movements and sudden motion.
- Bees seem to be angered by dark shades, whereas white or khaki clothing does not bother them.
- To keep yellow jackets and bees from gathering around you while you are working out of doors spray the area with a repellent chemical.
- Bees and wasps are attracted by hair oils and perfumes which contain floral odours.

Wasps will build open-comb nests under eaves, in carports, behind shutters, in shrubs and wood piles; in fact, in almost any protected place. These nests can be destroyed by hosing, knocking down with a stick or broom handle, scraping or clipping into a jar which should be covered quickly. The area should be sprayed with an insecticide once daily for two to three days to discourage rebuilding on the same site.

Yellow jackets build in the ground. They emerge through a small hole which should be marked by daylight with a thin stick. At dusk, when all the insects have returned for the night, gasoline or kerosene should be poured freely down the hole. It need not be lighted. Lye may be used in the same way. The entire operation should be repeated the following evening in case the fumes have not penetrated to every crevice. A water hose should never be pointed at the hole, for this will cause the insects to swarm over the person holding the hose and sting him unmercifully.

Hornets build grey, football-shaped hives, usually in shrubs or trees, often high or far out on a branch.

Honeybees, whether swarming on a twig or nesting in a hollow tree, may be removed by some of the above methods or by a beekeeper who frequently is delighted to have an extra colony for his trouble.

When a bee stings, it injects only a minutely small amount of poison. The stinging is unique in that it is always fatal to the bee. The paradox is that he stings to protect his life, yet loses it. When he attacks he inserts his needle-like stinger, complete with its tiny poison sac, into the flesh of his victim. It seems to enlarge instantly to the extent that he cannot pull it out again. The tearing of the stinger, along with the muscles around it, brings death to the bee. The sac and muscles which remain in the flesh can go on emitting bits of poison from the stinger for as long as 20 minutes unless it is pulled out. While the bee only stings once, one angry yellow jacket may move about on the flesh and sting again and again; brush him off immediately and get out of the area.

The normal reaction to a sting is an itching, throbbing, burning ache. Its intensity and injury varies in different people. Beekeepers have survived as many as 200 stings at one time. However, for others only a few stings have proven fatal.

Toxicologists make an important dis-
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5th Southern Section Lecture—Stirling Castle.
10th North-West Section Lecture—Brunswick Hotel, Manchester.
26th Northern Section Lecture—Horsforth Golf Club.
27th Sheffield Section Lecture.

MARCH
5th Southern Section Lecture—Stirling Castle.
12th Northern Section Lecture—Horsforth Golf Club.
14th Southern Section Annual Dinner—Finchley Golf Club.
28th Northern Section Annual Dinner.
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7th Southern Section Spring Tournament—Beaconsfield Golf Club.
  Midland Section Spring Tournament—Coventry Golf Club.
13th North-West Section Spring Tournament.
14th East Midland Spring Tournament—Kettering Golf Club.

Landscape Maintenance Ltd., established as leaders in the field of sports ground construction and maintenance, also specialists in the building of all sorts and types of recreational areas. Landscape Maintenance Ltd., specialise in the laying, construction and maintenance of golf courses. Landscape Maintenance Ltd., offer a unique and valuable service to the sporting fraternity and will be pleased to submit in detail the full range of services they have to offer.

Your recreation is our business

Station Road, West Moors, Dorset, LTD
Telephone: Ferndown 2549
Plan with Flymo for cost savings in

**Key A.** The new Flymo 19” Contractor. Cuts long grass or short, wet or dry. Ideal for work around bunkers, under bushes and on tricky slopes. New 7.4cu.in. engine gives exceptionally low running costs. Dual filtration cuts engine wear. Reversible plate blade. And optional wheeled undercarriage for easy site-to-site transport. Also available with 21” cut.

**Key B.** The Toro 70” Professional (shown above) can cut over 14 acres a day. Very manoeuvrable, with big low-pressure tyres to avoid turf damage. Toro 70” has 3 self-sharpening cutting cylinders, 6.25 hp engine, forward and reverse gears. Ideal for areas up to 20 acres: a superbly engineered machine.

**Key C.** Power-driven triple gang mowing comes in the Toro 81” Super Pro, cutting over 28 acres a day. Two extra cutters can be fitted to give an 11” cut and 46 acres a day capacity.
Institutional grasscutting

Grasscutting problems vary. And don't you know it! But Flymo Institutional have most of the answers. Know how to help you cut maintenance and labour costs. Check your problem areas on the map now.

Key D. The Toro 21" Greensmaster for perfection on the most undulating greens. 147 cuts per yard. With two Greensmasters, 18 greens on an average course can be cleanly cut in under 4 hours, with complete grass collection — any time, any day, even on waterlogged surfaces.

All over the country, golf clubs are proving the cost-cutting value of the Flymo Institutional range. Henry Fry, Head Greenkeeper of Clyne Golf Club, Swansea, uses two Greensmasters. Says Mr. Fry: "I am very pleased indeed ... with the fine quality of the cut and saving of time, which meant the saving of one man at least in cutting time. Grass collection is a hundred per cent, no doubt about it".

Contact Flymo Institutional and find out more about cost savings in grasscutting. Now!

Flymo INSTITUTIONAL
Flymo Limited, Greycaine Road, Watford, WD2 4PT.
Tel: Watford 41301.
Sole distributors for Toro in U.K. and Channel Islands.
ntinction between two kinds of poison. There is one kind of poison (strychnine being a convenient example) that is as poisonous the first time as the second or third. The other kind (of which bee venom is an important example) may do little harm the first time but may sensitize the body so that a second or third sting later on may cause a serious or fatal reaction. Such reactions are called allergic, meaning sensitive. And when a person is known to be sensitive, he should undergo desensitization. It is quite likely that more people die of this type of reaction than is now realized. The bite or sting of many ants, flies, chiggers and even the poison-tipped spines of the Southern Wooly worm, can definitely produce allergic reactions.

**Emergency treatment**

The emergency treatment for a generalized reaction following an insect sting is the immediate injection of adrenalin. The spread of venom can be lessened by placing a tourniquet above the site of the sting or by the local application of ice. Flicking, emphasizes the Allergy Foundation of America, not mashing the venom sac of the bee, to remove it within a few moments of the sting reduces the venom volume injected. In the absence of any serious medical indications, known insect-sting sensitive patients should receive from their physicians prescriptions for a kit containing either an adrenalin spray or inhalation or adrenalin by injection and instructions for their use. Adrenalin is the only drug which is effective in preventing shock. Cortisone tablets and antihistamine tablets are considered useful, but do not act quickly enough in the acute emergency. After emergency treatment the person should go to the nearest doctor or hospital for further treatment and observation.

Honeybees, bumblebees, hornets and wasps have been around for many hundreds of years and the earth is a richer place for the roles they perform in pollinating flowers and shrubs and ridding us of other insect pests. They are here and they have a purpose, and peaceful coexistence with them is not only possible, but necessary.

Superintendents and their crews who are apt to come in contact with the insect of the Hymenoptera family, and especially those who are sensitive to their bites and stings, should consult their physician about a handy remedy to be kept in an easily accessible place such as the barn, in a truck or even on a tractor. Aromatic spirits of ammonia can be applied with cotton or a piece of cloth to the site of a sting. In some situations it acts promptly to relieve itching or pain.

*The American Medical Association provided extensive research material from which this article was written.*

*With acknowledgements to “The Golf Superintendent”.*

---

**CLEAN CLUBHOUSES**

“MUNROTA” £59 10s. EX WORKS
ELECTRIC SHOE CLEANER
STEWART & CO.,
FINE TURF SPECIALISTS
EDINBURGH, 2